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 Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate performance aspects of layered displacement blending; a 

technique used to render realistic and transformable objects in real time rendering systems using the 

GPU. Layered displacement blending is done by blending layers of color maps and displacement 

maps together based on values stored in an influence map. In this thesis we construct a theoretical and 

practical model for layered displacement blending. The model is implemented in a test bed 

application to enable measuring of performance aspects. The implementation is fed input with 

variations in triangle count, number of subdivisions, texture size and number of layers. The execution 

time for these different combinations are recorded and analyzed. The recorded execution times reveal 

that the amount of layers associated with an object has no impact on performance. Further analysis 

reveals that layered displacement blending is heavily dependent on the triangle count in the input 

mesh.  The results show that layered displacement blending is a viable option to representing 

transformable objects in real time applications with respect to performance. This thesis provides; a 

theoretical model for layered displacement blending, an implementation of the model using the GPU 

and measurements of that implementation. 
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 1. Introduction 

This thesis covers performance aspects of blending multiple displacement maps in real time applications 

using a GPU. In this chapter we review approaches to photorealism in rasterized real time rendering. First 

we walk through different approaches to achieving realism in computer graphics and how they suffer from 

different limitations. We will focus on rasterized real time rendering, where texturing and geometry 

manipulation is the main focus. We then look at some challenges that arise in interactive applications, 

where objects may be transformed or destroyed. We review some solutions to the problems in this area, 

where we find our research problem; the missing performance measurements in blending of multiple 

displacement maps in real time applications using a GPU. 

 

1.1 Problem domain 

When rendering 3d-scenes in the domain of computer graphics there are mainly two approaches; 

photorealistic rendering and stylistic rendering. In the former, the goal is to create an image that resembles 

the modeled reality as much as possible while the latter aims to present non-realistic styles, such as 

cartoons. The level of realism achieved by a photorealistic image corresponds to how well it represents the 

object it is supposed to portrait. Achieving photorealism is done in different ways depending on in which 

context it is supposed to be achieved. In the preprocessed domain of rendering, where images are 

processed and saved before they are presented, ray-algorithms such as raycasting or raytracing has proven 

to produce realistic images. The ray-algorithms are generally computationally heavy, and are not 

applicable in real-time applications at a desired frame rate, making them less suited for the real-time 

domain. Frame rate is the speed of which a rendering system is able to produce images, usually measured 

in the unit FPS, frames per second.  

 

Rasterization refers to the process of projecting vector-based entities from a 3-dimensional space onto a 

discrete 2-dimensional structure, in the case of rasterized rendering this corresponds to converting 

triangles to pixels. In real-time rendering, rasterized rendering has advantages compared to ray-algorithms 

as it can produce images at an acceptable rate for interactive applications. Figure 1-1.a shows polygonal 

rendering in the area of computer graphics. Figure 1-1.b shows a brief overview of how reality is modeled 

and projected onto a 2d structure and rasterized to an image. Reality is modeled in a way that is 

interpretable by the rendering system, resulting in a geometric model and a color map. These two are used 

as input for the rendering procedure, where they are projected onto the rendering area, finally resulting in 

a rendered image. Rasterized rendering can be accelerated with programmable graphics processing units 

(GPU). However, using GPU’s rendering pipeline (see chapter 2.1) introduce restraints on how objects in 

an image are represented as it expects an input based on vertices. These vertices have to be structured in 

polygonal sets of triangles or n-patches to comply with the structure expected by the GPU. These 

geometrical representations of objects only model their spatial properties, and are therefore traditionally 

complemented with texturing. Texturing refers to the process of applying a texture to the geometric 

model. A texture is a two dimensional data set where each element traditionally represents a color. 

Textures are mapped out on three dimensional polygonal objects in a planar space referred to as UV-space 

or texture space. Coordinates that lie in this space are called uv-coordinates or texture coordinates [1]. 
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An object built up by triangles is referred to as a mesh. When rendering meshes in the context of photo-

realistic rendering, the realism of the rendered mesh is heavily dependent on the level of detail of the 

mesh. Increasing the amount of triangles of the mesh will increase its level of detail and thereby make it 

possible to enhance its perceived realism. This is depicted in Figure 1-2.a. The process of subdividing 

geometry in a mesh to create a higher level of detail is referred to as tessellation. At the time of writing 

modern GPUs have dedicated hardware for this functionality, offering the possibility to tessellate 

geometry dynamically in real-time. Dynamically tessellating geometry on the GPU potentially increases 

performance compared to tessellating geometry before it is sent to the GPU, since less triangle data needs 

to be transferred between the CPU/GPU bus, which is a common bottleneck in real-time rendering 

applications. 

 

Another approach to realistic rendering that does not alter the polygonal structure of the mesh is bump 

mapping. Bump mapping techniques are texture-based, meaning that they are applied using operations 

based on information stored in textures. These techniques seek to alter perceived normals and heights on 

the surface of an object to alter the shading of that object, rather than altering the actual geometry. These 

alterations change how lighting interacts with the object, creating the illusion of crevasses and bumps on 

the surface (Figure 1-2.b). Creating these illusions may contribute to the perceived realism of the rendered 

image [1]. These techniques work well on continuous surfaces, but fail to create a convincing result on 

silhouette edges [2]. A silhouette edge is the edge between two triangles, where one of the triangles faces 

the viewer and the other does not.  

Figure 1-1: Area Overview – (a) polygonal rendering in the area of computer graphics, (b) process flowchart over 

rendering an image using rasterized rending 

a) b) 
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The silhouette-related problem that is present in bump mapping is solved by displacement mapping, a 

technique where vertices in a mesh are offset based on values held in a reference texture, called 

displacement map. Figure 1-2.c demonstrates the difference between how parallax mapping, which is a 

bump mapping technique (left image) and displacement (right image) renders silhouette edges. A common 

use of the technique is to displace vertices in the direction of the affected faces' normals, where the 

displacement map holds the amount of displacement to apply [3].  

 

In the area of real time interactive applications, realistic rendering alone is not enough to create a realistic 

user experience. For example, in order to create a more realistic experience, game engines allow for the 

player to alter its environment. Sophisticated algorithms have been developed for game engines in the 

areas of animation, transformation and physics to present more realistic interaction with the game 

environment.  By transformation we refer to altering the shape of an object, as a response of interaction. 

The game Half-Life
1
 presents alterable objects like crates (Figure 1-3.a, left image) and pieces of walls 

that the player can destroy. A destroyed object would be removed, and replaced with what resembled its 

remains (Figure 1-3.a, right image), or nothing, after destruction. This approach would not allow for a 

gradual transformation of the object as it would be entirely removed when transformed.  

 

                                                           
1
 Half-Life by Valve (1998). Valve Official Homepage: http://www.valvesoftware.com/ 

Figure 1-2: Rendering techniques – (a) A terrain grid mesh demonstrating how a higher triangle count 

enables a more detailed representation, (b) a box model rendered without bump mapping (left side) and 

with bump mapping (right side), (c) an ending surface (an edge) subjected to bump mapping (left side) 

and vertex displacement (right side) 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 

http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
http://www.valvesoftware.com/
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Figure 1-3: Applications demonstrating transformable objects – (a) Half-Life demonstrating the destruction of a 

crate, (b) Surgeon Simulator 2013 demonstrating removeable bodyparts, (c) Alien vs. Triangles demonstrating 

blending of multidimensional displacement maps 

 

a) 

c) 

b) 
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However, building the mesh in a modular fashion like Surgeon Simulator 2013
2
 (Figure 1-3.b) and 

Fallout 3 allows for gradual transformation. With this approach parts of the mesh can be excluded, 

simulating loss of body parts. This technique will not be able to display alteration in any other way than 

what was predestined for that specific mesh. This imposes limitations, as this technique alone would be 

unable to adapt to unforeseen scenarios, making it less realistic in terms of interaction. A realistic 

representation of a transformable character was presented in the demo Alien vs. Triangles (Figure 1-3.c) 

[5]. In this demonstration gradual transformation of the character was displayed in real time. The demo 

enabled the user to gradually remove parts of skin and flesh layers on the character, all the way to the 

bone. The demonstration allowed the user to choose where to remove skin/flesh with higher precision than 

allowed by Half-Life or Surgeon Simulator 2013, where the affected areas seem to be approximated and 

predestined. Another interesting feature presented in the demonstration was tissue regeneration. Skin and 

flesh that had been removed would regenerate seamlessly over time. Mark Swain (2011) claims that the 

key features of the demonstration was implemented using hardware tessellation and blending of multiple 

displacement maps [5]. This approach present realistic transformation in real time and does so with high 

precision of interaction. The approach mentioned above; using hardware tessellation and blending of 

multiple displacement maps will from here on be referred to as layered displacement blending. Layered 

displacement blending is able to model realistic interaction, however, performance aspects of this 

approach are unknown since no model or measurement has been presented using this technique. Therefore 

we construct a model for this technique, which we implement to enable measurements on layered 

displacement blending. 

 

1.2 Research purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the research field with a model and measurements of layered 

displacement blending.  

1.3 Research questions 

How do different parts of the layered displacement model perform with respect to; 

 

● Triangle-count in the input mesh. 

● Texture sizes for displacement-, color- and blend-maps. 

● Number of subdivisions on the input mesh. 

● Number of blended displacement layers. 

 

  

                                                           
2
 Surgeon Simulator 2013 by Bossa Studios (2013), Bossa Studios Officail Hompage: http://www.bossastudios.com/ 
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1.4 Research approach 

To enable measurements on layered displacement blending, first we construct a model for the technique. 

This model will be constructed from a study of the underlying techniques and similar methods of 

representing alterable objects in real time. We will also study applications using object transformations 

such as modern modeling software
3
, engines modeling transformation

4
, technical demonstrations

5
 and 3d 

games. The model will then be implemented in a real-time application to enable measurements. The 

implementation’s performance will be measured by feeding it input with variations in triangle count, 

texture size, number of subdivisions and number of displacement layers. The execution time of these 

combinations will be recorded and stored. The gathered results from the different inputs will be analyzed 

to map out performance aspects of the model. 

   

1.5 Delimitation and disposition 

In this work we will not investigate; 

 

 Whether the increased level of detail added by tessellation yields a more visually pleasing result, 

e.g.; we will not measure visual quality. 

 

 Interaction aspects of the layered displacement blending model. In this thesis we focus on the 

performance aspects related to rendering. 

  

 The performance effects of increased/decreased screen coverage by displaced geometry. All tests 

are performed using the same mesh with variations in triangle count, not geometric size. 

Furthermore the viewing position, orientation and volume remain the same throughout test 

executions. 

 

 We will not investigate ways of optimizing memory usage.   

 

This chapter introduced the topic by covering the background to the problem domain of modeling 

alterable objects in real time applications. Our research goals and questions have been presented together 

with our research approach and our delimitations.  

In chapter 2 we introduce the background to layered displacement blending. Here we walk through the 

process of rendering using the GPU, from modeling reality to rendering an image using the GPU pipeline. 

Then we present the underlying techniques and technologies of layered displacement blending; blend 

mapping, displacement mapping and the GPGPU.  

In chapter 3 we describe the essence of this thesis; the layered displacement blending model. Here we 

explore layered displacement blending in depth from theoretical view. Chapter 3 is concluded with a 

practical view of the technique, fit for implementation in a rendering system.  

                                                           
3
 Autodesk Maya by Autodesk. Official Homepage: http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/ 

4
 Havoc Destructon by Havoc. Official Homepage: http://www.havok.com 

5
 Alien Vs Triangles by Nvidia 

http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
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In chapter 4 we present our method for measuring performance aspects of the layered displacement 

model. We explain our approach of time stamping and how the algorithm is implemented. Chapter 4 is 

concluded with a discussion of potential flaws with our approach. 

In chapter 5 we present our results and analysis. In this chapter we see both surprising and expected 

behaviors with respect to execution time. This chapter is concluded with an analysis of the gathered result 

and how they are related to the layered displacement blending model. We conclude chapter 5 by proposing 

design guidelines for layered displacement blending, based on our results and analysis.  

In chapter 6 we conclude our research and propose future work on this topic.      
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 2. Background 

In the previous chapter we explored the problem domain. In this chapter we present the underlying 

concepts and models for the techniques used in layered displacement blending. We review some of the 

phenomena and challenges that are present in this domain. First we will walk through how images are 

created with rasterized rendering using the GPU. We describe the process from reality to rendered image. 

In this walkthrough we pay extra attention to texturing, since it is central in layered displacement 

blending. We also look at the structure of modern GPU in order to provide a basic understanding of how a 

3d-application may utilize it to render images. After walking through the essentials of rasterized rendering 

we dive into details concerning the underlying techniques and technology used in layered displacement 

blending. 

 

2.1 From reality to image 

The goal of photorealistic rasterized rendering is to make the output image resemble the reality that the 

input model portraits. This is a process of several steps, where all consecutive steps contribute to the final 

image. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of this process. In this section we will walk through the relevant 

steps for creating an image using rasterized rendering, from reality to rendered image. First we look at 

how reality is modeled to be interpretable by a rendering system, and key concepts related to that 

modeling process. Then we look at how models are interpreted by the GPU and how the GPU renders the 

final image.   

 

Modeling reality 

The first step of producing a computer generated image is to model the reality that is supposed to be 

rendered in a way that is interpretable by the rendering system. In rasterized rendering, this is done by 

constructing a geometrical model of the object, commonly referred to as a mesh. A mesh consists of 

vertices defined in 3d space that are bound together as triangles. Figure 2-1.b shows a typical mesh, based 

on reality (the box) viewed in Figure 2-1.a. The mesh in the image is constructed as a shell, modeling the 

shape of the real box. By modeling the box this way (and not modeling the inside of the box as well), 

fewer triangles are required to represent it. Fewer triangles generally mean that the mesh requires less 

processing to render, which has a positive effect on the rendering systems performance.  

 

The mesh alone is not sufficient to represent an object for photorealistic rendering, as the mesh only 

contains geometric data, modeling the objects silhouette and not its color. Therefore, the mesh 

representation is complemented with the use of textures. Applying textures to meshes is sometimes called 

texturing. The box in the Figure 2-1.b has only one texture, shown in the lower left corner of the image. In 

computer graphics and real time rendering, a texture is a multi-dimensional data set. For the intents and 

purposes of this thesis, each element in the texture may hold up to 4 floating point numbers. The floating 

point numbers in the texture elements are sometimes called channels, where each individual channel is 

referred to as r, g, b and a, (red, green, blue and alpha -channel) which are typical color attributes in 

computer graphics.  
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These channels may hold information other than color-fragments, such as vectors, points (where r,g,b,a 

would be viewed as x,y,z,w) or any other data that maps to the 4 floating point data structure. We will 

explore alternative uses for textures later in this chapter when we describe displacement mapping.  

 

Since textures are two dimensional data sets, and the mesh is expressed in three dimensions there is no 

natural mapping between them. Therefore a two dimensional coordinate mapping is done, onto the surface 

of the mesh. This mapping is referred to as UV-mapping, since the two component coordinates that are 

mapped onto the mesh surface are called U and V. The UV-mapping provides a target for the transfers of 

the texture elements from the textures two dimensional space to a point on the surface of the mesh. The 

UV-mapping is saved in the mesh by storing UV-coordinates for each vertex in the mesh. Figure 2-2 

shows a rendered mesh (left) and its corresponding color texture (right). The mapping between the texture 

and the mesh is highlighted with a unique identifying color. The Figure demonstrates that UV-coordinates 

are not necessarily unique in a mesh, as two areas of the mesh are mapped to the same area (highlighted 

with a green border). The level of detail accomplished by a texture corresponds to its resolution. A higher 

resolution allows for a more detailed texturing, but requires more memory. 

 

a) b) 

Figure 2-1: Rendering a box with rasterized rendering – (a) Reality is the starting point, as it is the origin of the 

model, (b) the model consists of a part holding geometric data (the mesh) and part holding coloring data  (the 

texture), (c) the model is interpreted and processed by the rendering system, projecting it to 2d, (d) the image is 

presented on the screen. 

 

c) d) 
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Projecting models to images 

An object is modeled in three dimensions so that it can be viewed from any angle. However, the three 

dimensional model has to be projected onto a two dimensional surface in order to be rendered to an image. 

When rendering 3d models the space observed by the viewer is traditionally defined by a frustum, oriented 

in 3d space. This frustum encloses the space visible to the viewer. When rendering, the model is projected 

from its original position in the 3d space onto the near plane of the viewing frustum. The near plane of the 

frustum is essentially equivalent to the screen. Figure 2-1.c illustrates this process, simplified in 2d. The 

geometry projected onto the near plane is then rasterized to the screen space, which is the final image.  

 

The projection and rasterization process above is accelerated with the GPU. The GPU processes the model 

input (the mesh and its corresponding textures) through a pipeline that consists of several stages. Each 

stage in the pipeline offers a set of processing functionality. There are two types of pipeline stages; fixed 

function and programmable.  

 

A fixed function stage in the pipeline will perform a specific function on its input. This function is not 

programmable in the sense that it will always perform the same task. However, it may be alterable through 

a few parameters. An example of a fixed function stage is the tessellation stage which performs 

subdivisions, or the rasterization stage which performs rasterization of geometry. In contrast, a 

programmable pipeline stage enables a programmer to write custom code to execute in that stage. This 

enables the programmer to create any desired effect, as long as the pipeline stage outputs what is expected 

as input to the next pipeline stage. All pipeline stages referred to as shader stages are programmable, as 

depicted in Figure 2-3. Shader stages of graphics processing hardware are programmed using a shading 

language with syntax and structure similar to C. Two widely used shading languages are HLSL (high level 

Figure 2-2: A mesh and a color texture – The highlighted areas (red and green) of the color texture (right) are 

mapped onto the highlighted surfaces of the mesh (left) 
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shading language) and GLSL (OpenGL shading language). The level of functionality provided by the 

graphics processing hardware is categorized into shader models. Over the evolution of shader models, 

additional pipeline stages have been added to the rendering pipeline [1]. In this thesis we use the shading 

language HLSL and shader model 5.0. 

  

 The rendering pipeline 

In this section we will present the rendering pipeline of shader model 5.0. That is the shader model used in 

this thesis since previous shader models did not supply the hull shader, fixed function tessellator and 

domain shader. In the process of rendering an image, the rendering pipeline corresponds to Figure 2-1.c; 

the transformation and rendering of the model and Figure 2-1.d; the rasterization and presentation of the 

image. An overview of the pipeline is shown in Figure 2-3, where the programmable pipeline stages have 

dotted borders, and fixed function stages have solid borders. Arrows from the right indicate which stages 

have access to memory resource (such as textures, buffers or other data). In the following paragraphs we 

will briefly describe the pipeline stages relevant for layered displacement blending.   

 

The first stage in the pipeline is the input assembler stage, which is mandatory and considered fixed 

function, as it is not programmable with a shading language. It takes data buffers (consisting of vertices 

from a mesh, instance data or index data) as its input as well as parameters for how the buffers are to be 

interpreted. The main purpose of the input assembler is to assemble the vertex data into primitives to 

enable the subsequent stage (the vertex shader stage) to access it. The vertex shader stage is mandatory 

and programmable. The vertex shader stage executes once per every vertex it receives from the input 

assembler stage. The next stage, the hull shader stage is an optional programmable stage of the pipeline. 

The hull shader is one of three stages that together form the tessellation stages (together with the fixed 

function tessellator and the domain shader) as depicted in Figure 2-3. The purpose of the hull shader is to 

supply the fixed function tessellator with parameters for tessellation. The hull shader receives patch 

control points from the vertex shader that are organized into patches. In this thesis we will only operate on 

triangle patches, which is a patch consisting of three control points. The hull shader executes once per 

patch and outputs patch control points and patch constant data to the subsequent stages. The patch 

constant data holds at least the tessellation factors required by the fixed function tessellator. This shader 

stage also sets parameters for how the fixed function tessellator operates.   

 

The tessellator stage is an optional, fixed function pipeline stage. This stage is invoked once per patch and 

subdivides the patch according to the parameters supplied by the hull shader. The purpose of the 

tessellator is to subdivide its input into smaller geometrical primitives (points, lines or triangles). The 

tessellation stage outputs points expressed inside the patch with u,v (and for triangles also w) coordinates 

to the subsequent pipeline stage, the domain shader stage. The domain shader is invoked once per point 

supplied by the fixed function tessellator. The domain shader has access to the patch control points, the 

patch constant data and the coordinates output from the tessellator. With this information the domain 

shader stage creates vertices from the coordinates output from the tessellator. The domain shader stage 

outputs vertices to the next pipeline stage, the geometry shader. The geometry shader is programmable 

and optional, but is not used in this thesis. 
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The rasterizer stage is a mandatory, fixed function pipeline stage. This stage traditionally envelopes an 

array of functionality, where one is converting the vector based geometry into pixels. In this stage, vertices 

that are output from the previous stage (vertex, domain or geometry -shader depending on pipeline setup) 

are expected to be expressed in homogeneous clip space coordinates, which is the space defined as H in 

Equation 2.1.  

   { ̅    |     [    ]      [   ] }                                          (2.1) 

The rasterizer stage is where the vertices are finally projected from 3d to 2d. The pixel shader is optional 

and programmable. The pixel shader operates on pixel fragments. These fragments consist of interpolated 

values from vertices, output from the rasterizer stage. The pixel shader is invoked once per fragment, 

enabling per-pixel shading. Lighting and color texturing is applied in this shader stage. After the pixel 

shader stage the output merger stage receives the pixel color and puts it on the final image. 

 

2.2 Underlying concepts and models 

In the previous section we covered how reality is modeled in 3d and processed to generate an image. We 

looked at some of the fundamental concepts of 3d rendering and how we can accelerate the process of 

rendering with the GPU. Rendering techniques in general are meant to increase the perceived realism of 

the rendered image in one way or the other. These techniques usually operate on either geometry 

(transformation and subdivision) or textures (coloring and lighting). This section covers two texturing 

Figure 2-3: The rendering pipeline of shader model 5.0 – Stages with solid border are fixed function, stages with 

dotted borders are programmable. The green square surrounds the tessellation stages.   
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techniques; blend mapping and displacement mapping. Blend mapping is a technique that allows several 

textures samples to contribute to one final sample. Displacement mapping is a technique that alters the 

shape of a mesh based on values stored in a reference texture. These techniques will be explained in detail 

since they are fundamental in layered displacement blending.  

 

Blend mapping 

Blend mapping is a texturing technique that is used to color a surface that can be affected by several 

different color textures at the same time. The purpose of this technique is to make a surface appear more 

rich and realistic. The problem that many of the predecessors of this technique have is that they create a 

texture transition that is totally oblivious to the actual content of the textures that are being sampled and 

therefore leaves a very artificial looking result. To solve this kind of problems Hardy and McRoberts 

(2006) presents the blend mapping technique along with a comparison to other similar techniques, within 

the terrain rendering domain [6]. The technique uses a grayscale texture for each color texture that 

contains an importance value (referred to as blend map value), which describes how important this color 

textures sample is for the corresponding pixels resulting color. Another similar version of this technique, 

also in the terrain rendering domain, is described by Luna (2012) [3]. A generalized description of the 

algorithm follows: Let’s say Ci is the i:th color texture sample and R is the resulting color at each pixel. R 

can then be calculated by summarizing all Ci, scaled by an influence coefficient ki as expressed in 

Equation 2.2, where n is the amount of color maps. 

   ∑    

 

   

                                                                               

The influence coefficient ki is calculated by taking the corresponding blend map sample bi and divide it by 

the sum of all blend samples, scaling it to the range [   ]. This is shown in Equation 2.3, where n is the 

number of blend map samples. 

 

Figure 2-4: Blend mapping – Blend mapping applied to a terrain mesh. Each color channel in the blend map 

(right) corresponds to a texture. When the terrain mesh is rendered (left) the blend map is used as lookup to 

determine how much of each texture to apply. 
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∑   
 
   

                                                                                   

A fusion of Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3 is show in Equation 2.4, which makes it evident that the 

number of color maps must be equal to the amount of blend map channels. An example of blend mapping 

is shown in Figure 2.4.  

   ∑
  

∑   
 
   

  

 

   

                                                                           

Displacement mapping 

In contrast to bump mapping techniques (techniques that seek to alter perceived normals and heights on 

the surface of an object), displacement mapping alters the actual geometry of the object it is supposed to 

enhance [3]. In essence, displacement mapping is the process of displacing a vertex position based on 

some influence stored in a reference texture, called a displacement texture or displacement map [1]. An 

area of application that demonstrates the technique in its minimalistic form is the use of heightmaps in 

terrain modeling. In this context the heightmap (displacement map) stores one scalar per texture element, 

representing an offset along the y-axis. In its original state, the geometry representing the terrain would be 

a flat two dimensional grid, expressed by coordinates      . Each point in the grid is then displaced along 

the y-axis based on the value held in the displacement map, yielding that a point p would be expressed as 

Equation 2.5, where the function        would be a scalar sample of the displacement map [3].  

 

                                                                                     

 

Figure 2-5 demonstrates how a grid mesh is displaced using a displacement map. In the figure, the 

displaced meshes are of different levels of detail, increasing from left to right. When applying 

displacement maps to an arbitrary, three dimensional mesh, displacement is usually applied in the normal 

Figure 2-5: Displacement mapping – From left to right, the grid mesh is subdivided for further level of detail. The 

meshes (top row) are displaced with the displacement map (left) resulting in terrain-like structures (bottom)  
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direction of the face being displaced. A point on that face   would be expressed as Equation 2.6, where  ̂ 

is the normal of the face,        would be a scalar sample of the displacement map and    is the displaced 

point.  

 

      ̂                                                                                

 

Displacement mapping may also be used together with normal mapping, where a sample of the normal 

map supplies the vector  ̂. A point   on the face would then be expressed as Equation 2.7, where 

       would be a three component normal vector sample         of the normal map [3]. Equation 2.7 

may also be complemented with an additional scalar for scaling the result, since the displacement sample 

follows        [   ]. 

 

                                                                                   

A more in depth detailed description of displacement mapping alternatives is described by Szirmay-Kalos 

and Umenhoffer (2008) for further reading [9]. In this thesis we use the displacement mapping variant 

described in Equation 2.6. 

2.3 Supporting technology 

In the previous section we covered the rendering techniques blend mapping and displacement mapping. In 

this section we will look at a supporting technology for layered displacement blending; GPGPU with 

DirectCompute
6
.               

 

GPGPU with Direct Compute 

General purpose GPU (GPGPU) is referring to using the GPU for non-rendering algorithms. The GPU 

architecture differs a lot from the CPU in that it parallelizes its computations to a much greater extent. 

Instead of having a few cores for doing large computation the GPU uses thousands of cores to make many 

lesser computations. To be able to take advantage of this kind of architecture for general purpose 

computation, the algorithm used must be designed as many small computational tasks that can be executed 

independent of each other. Each of these computations can then run as one thread of execution on one of 

the GPUs cores. 

To be able to manage the huge amount of threads that can be executed for one algorithm a threading 

model is used, which divides the threads into groups that can be of 1, 2 or 3 dimensions. A thread can then 

be identified by its orientation in its group. Furthermore these groups can be dispatched with variable 

amount of groups along each of the dimensional axes. Figure 2-6 visualizes this threading model. 

DirectCompute is an API that blends this technology with the existing DirectX API to complement the 

existing rendering pipeline with a general purpose pipeline. The relation between the APIs makes it 

possible for them to share resource structures. These structures are also divided into 1, 2 and 3 

dimensions, which maps very well to the dispatch threading scheme described above[7]  For example it’s 

possible to use DirectX to render an image to a texture resource and then perform general post calculations 

                                                           
6
 DirectCompute MSDN Overview: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/windows/desktop/ff476331(v=vs.85).aspx  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ff476331(v=vs.85).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ff476331(v=vs.85).aspx
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on the resource using DirectCompute, to alter it before showing it on screen. Another example of general 

computation systems are physics simulations [8]. 

 

  

Figure 2-6: GPGPU threading scheme – To the left thread groups are oriented in 3 dimensions. To the right 

one thread group is expanded, revealing a thread groups local orientation. A threads ID can be identified 

through its group position and its local position inside the group.     

 

Threads inside a group Thread groups 
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 3. Layered displacement blending 

In the previous chapter we explored how images may be produced with rasterized rendering. We also 

looked at the texture based techniques blend mapping and displacement mapping. In this chapter we will 

present our model for a combination of the two techniques; blend mapping and displacement mapping. 

We call this technique: layered displacement blending. The basis for this technique was demonstrated by 

Mark Swain for NVIDIA Corporation in the technical demonstration Alien vs. Triangles [5]. However, 

only an overview of the techniques used in the demonstration was presented. In this chapter we will cover 

the technique from both a theoretical and practical point of view, providing a model for the technique, fit 

for implementation.  

 

3.1 Technique overview 

The technique aims to enable transformation of a mesh and its texturing in real time with high precision of 

interaction. This is achieved by modeling an object as a composition of several layers. In layered 

displacement blending, a layer is represented by a shape and a color. Each layer of the model is composed 

by two textures; a displacement map and a color map. The displacement map holds the amount of 

displacement to apply; e.g. the shape of that layer and the color map holds the color of the layer. Figure 3-

1 depicts a simplified view of the technique. Figure 3-1.a and Figure 3-1.b each show a layer and the 

influence associated with them. These layers are blended together with the influence map
7
, resulting in 

Figure 3-1.c.  

 

The general idea behind layered displacement blending is that both the geometry of the mesh and its 

textures are left unaltered when the mesh is subjected to transformations. Instead a blend map is altered, 

centralizing the impact of interaction to one flexible resource. The blend map holds a value at each 

element that describes the contribution, or influence of the layers associated with the model. This blend 

map is therefore referred to as the influence map and it holds the current state of the model, as it holds the 

current contribution of all layers. The influence map itself holds no information regarding how much the 

mesh is displaced, or what color shall be applied when textured, it holds the influence of the models layers. 

The layer influence is represented by a scalar value ranging between [    , where n is the total number 

of layers associated with the model. The values stored in the influence map are called layer influences, 

which are used to identify which layers are influencing a vertex and how much influence these layers 

have. 

 

3.2 Calculating vertex influence 

The displacement and texturing of a mesh is governed by vertex influence. Vertex influence is calculated 

from sampling two neighboring layers and interpolating between them using the layer influence. In the 

following section we will describe the process of calculating the vertex influence. The layer influence I for 

a vertex V can be expressed as Equation 3.1, where          is a function sampling the influence map at 

the texture coordinates associated with vertex V.  

                                                           
7
 Note: This is not referring to the influence map used in A.I. programming domain. 
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As mentioned before, the layer influence is used to identify which layers are influencing a vertex, and how 

much influence they have. The influencing layers are found by taking the floor and ceiling of the layer 

influence I so that the index of the floor layer     and the index of the top layer     are expressed as 

Equation 3.2. 

 

   ⌊ ⌋

   ⌈ ⌉
                                                                                         

The floor and top layers are then denoted    and   . This means that    is the      layer, and   is the      

layer. To calculate the final vertex influence value from the layers, both the influencing layers    and    

are sampled, and the sampled values are interpolated. A sample of a layers map may be expressed as 

      , yielding that the final vertex influence B for a vertex V can be calculated as Equation 3.3. 

  (    )             (        )                                                      
 

3.3 Calculating vertex displacement and texturing 

Equation 3.3 expresses the calculation of vertex influence of the relevant layers for a vertex. This function 

is applicable to both the displacement and the coloring of the vertex, the only difference would be the 

values returned from the sampling, which in turn affects the resulting vertex influence B. For vertex 

displacement the equation must be extended to apply the actual displacement, as Equation 3.3 only returns 

the amount of displacement to apply. The complete expression for a displaced vertex position     would 

Figure 3-1: Layered displacement blending – (a) The first layer. The displacement map (gray scale) and the color 

map (colored) are shown in the top left corner. The influence affecting this layer is to the right, (b) the second layer. 

Formatting follows the formatting of (a), (c) the final result of the blended displacement and color maps from the two 

layers a) and b), applied to the teapot mesh. 

a) b) c) 
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be expressed as Equation 3.4, where    is the vertex position before displacement, B is the amount of 

displacement to apply, and   ̂ is the vertex normal.  

 

  
         ̂                                                                                 

3.4 Modeling interaction 

Given the relationship between the mesh, its layers and the influence map, modeling transformation and 

interaction is enabled. As mentioned before, the interaction is only impacting the influence map, since it 

encapsulates the texturing and displacement behaviors of the layers. Interactive transformation is achieved 

by increasing or decreasing the values held in the influence map, changing what layers influence the 

vertices in the mesh. The precision of the interaction corresponds to the size of the influence map; a higher 

resolution influence map enables higher precision of interaction. It is noteworthy that modeling interaction 

with a mesh that is subjected to displacement mapping is not trivial. Since the geometrical data input to 

the rendering pipeline is modified before ending up on the screen, detailed collision detection is 

cumbersome [1]. The more a surface is displaced, the larger becomes the potential for error in detection if 

the displacement is not considered. This limitation is not solved with layered displacement blending. 

 

3.5 Layered displacement blending in practice 

In the previous section we covered layered displacement blending from a theoretical point of view. In this 

section we will propose a practical approach to the technique using the GPU. Figure 3-2 shows a 

workflow model over the layered displacement blending execution, where square boxes represent 

Figure 3-2: Layered displacement blending model, algorithm workflow overview – (a) The GPGPU pipeline, 

responsible for updating the influence map. The behavior used to update the influence map is modeled in the 

GPGPU implementation, (b) the rendering pipeline, responsible for displacing geometry with respect to the 

influencing layers displacement maps and the influence map. The rendering pipeline also textures the pixels ending 

up on the screen based on the influencing layers color maps and the influence map, (c) the resources associated with 

a layer; a displacement map and a color map. 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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functional behavior and ellipses represent input data. The displacement- and color-maps are considered to 

be constant data sets since they do not change during the techniques course of execution.  

The influence map on the other hand is a variable data set since it may be altered. One frame of execution 

consists of two sequentially executed pipelines, one in the GPGPU context and one in the rendering 

context. Figure 3-2.a shows the GPGPU pipeline workflow. This pipeline is responsible for updating the 

influence map. The behavior used to update the influence map is modeled in the GPGPU implementation. 

When the influence map has been updated, it may be used by the rendering pipeline for sampling. After 

the GPGPU pipeline has executed, the rendering pipeline follows. Figure 3-2.b depicts the rendering 

pipeline workflow. The rendering pipeline is responsible for displacing geometry and texturing pixels. The 

first stage is a fixed function stage that will take the low-detail mesh (in form of control points) and 

generate a vertex set that represent the high-detail geometry hull of the base mesh. The following 

functional stage uses the modified blend map values to calculate how much each of the displacement maps 

are going to influence different  parts of the generated geometry hull and then displace all the vertices 

accordingly. In essence; the pipeline tessellates control points from the input mesh, generating more 

geometry. The new geometry is displaced by blended samples from the influencing layers. This geometry 

is then rasterized and mapped to pixels in screen space. Here the pixels are textured by colors from the 

influencing layers color maps. Figure 3-2.c shows the layer resources; the displacement maps and the 

Figure 3-3: Layered displacement blending, pipeline compositions - (a) The GPGPU pipeline, responsible for 

updating the influence map. The compute shader may read and write from the influence map. This subsection 

corresponds to Figure 3-1.a in the algorithm overview, (b) the resources associated with a model. The mesh, 

displacement maps and color maps are considered read only. The influence map is both read and written to. The 

influence map is used in both the pixel shader, domain shader and compute shader. This subsection corresponds to 

Figure 3-1.c in the algorithm overview, (c) the rendering pipeline, responsible for applying the displacement and 

textures. The geometry shader is disabled. This subsection corresponds to Figure 3-1.b in the algorithm overview.  

a) b) c) 
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color maps. A more detailed pipeline composition for the model is presented in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-3 

depicts the same flow as Figure 3-2, from a GPU perspective.  

 4. Method 

In the previous chapter we presented the technique layered displacement blending from both a theoretical 

and practical point of view. We begin this chapter by reviewing our approach to measuring performance 

aspects of layered displacement blending. After that we walk through the experiment by describing the 

model input, algorithm implementation, hardware setup and the instrumenting framework application used 

for measuring performance. Lastly we present a discussion about potential flaws in this approach.  

 

4.1 Approach and selection  

The purpose of this thesis is to measure performance aspects of the layered displacement blending model 

by recording the execution time of the rendering system. The execution time is recorded using time 

stamps. These timestamps are acquired through querying the GPU before and after rendering a frame to 

calculate the time between the time stamps. The execution time of the rendering system is measured for 

processing a set of input data. Different attributes of the input data is varied to observe how these 

variations influenced the execution time. The following subsection describes how the input data is 

structured.    

 

Study object details 

In this thesis we call the input fed to the rendering system a study object. A study object consists of;  

 A mesh  

 An influence map 

 A set of layers, where each layer contains a displacement map and a color map 

 A texture size setting 

 A tessellation setting 

The mesh of the study object is a set of vertices. The influence map and the layer’s maps are textures. The 

texture size setting affects the resolution of the textures; e.g. the sizes of the influence map and the layer 

maps. The tessellation setting affects the number of subdivisions to apply to the mesh when rendering.       

For this particular test we choose to use three different study objects to gather enough diverse data to 

make a rewarding analysis. The meshes of the study objects are built up of 992, 23 808 and 380 928 

triangles. Each study object contains sets of 2, 4, 6 and 8 unique layers, where each layer can be used in 

the resolutions 256x256, 512x512 and 1024x1024 texels. Figure 4-1 visualizes the configuration that is 

used for this test. All possible combinations of the configurations shown in Figure 4-1 are studied. 
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4.2 Measuring 

A software environment is built to enable measuring of the layered displacement implementation 

(described in 4.3). Inside the software environment a GPU-instrumenting framework is created to enable 

measurements of different parts of the implementation. This is done by injecting timestamp queries into 

the implementation of the technique, e.g.; the original implementation code is augmented by adding the 

timestamp queries. One timestamp query is inserted before the start of the execution sequence and one at 

the end of the execution sequence. The difference between these queries is calculated to find the elapsed 

time for the enclosed sequence of execution. The calculation is expressed in Equation 4.1, where   is a 

timestamp query value and    is the elapsed time between two queries. 

                                                                                       

We divide the implementation into two sequences of execution; the influence map update sequence and 

the rendering of the study object. The DirectX query interface is used for these tasks, Figure 4.1.a 

visualizes an example of this kind of query and Figure 4.1.b shows the technique execution from a 

measurement point of view. All of the timeframes are measured with millisecond precision. For each 

measurement a little margin of error might occur since we won’t take the query response time into 

consideration. This will be further discussed later in this chapter. 

Each combination of the input parameters is measured for exactly 1000 frames of execution and for each 

frame the execution times described above is stored. All executions are running at best effort, meaning 

that they try to produce as many frames as possible in any given timeframe. When measurements have 

been executed the collected data is assembled and three resulting values are calculated for each study 

combination; best case, worst case and average case. Equation 4.2.a-c describes how all of these cases 

were calculated if S is the function that maps frame index to execution result and n is the number of 

Figure 4-1: Study object configuration used for testing – All combinations of (a) triangle count; 992  23 808, 380 

928, (b) texture sizes; 256x256, 512x512, 1024x1024, (c) number of layers; (2, 4, 6, 8) and (d) number of 

subdivisions; 1,4, 8 

a) 

c) 

b) 

d) 
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Figure 4-2: Measuring, Timestamp Queries – (a) Example of how timestamp queries are used with DirectX. The 

call ID3D11Query::End() records a timestamp, (b) the execution of an update/render frame. The GPUGU is time 

stamped before and after the update sequence. Then the GPU switches context to the rendering pipeline. Here the 

rendering pipeline is measured by time stamping before and after the rendering of the study object                                             

 

a) b) 

execution frames for each study combination. When the values for all study combination are calculated 

they are stored in a file, which will be used to perform the analysis that will be presented in the next 

chapter. 

           {    |       }                                                       a  

            {    |       }                                                       

          
∑      

   

 
                                                                 c  

 

4.3 Test environment 

In this section we present the testing environment. Both the hardware and the software environments have 

impact on the execution time of the algorithm. In this section we will describe the software framework 

surrounding the test execution, and the hardware setups used to execute the experiments. To enable the 

testing a GPU test bed is implemented to calculate the elapsed time between timestamps. These 

timestamps are taken before and after the rendering of our study objects, to calculate the time it took to 

render it. The test application is implemented using C++ and the graphics programming library DirectX11. 

The pipeline setups used in the test executions reflect the pipeline setups described in chapter 2. This 

means that all optional shader stages are used, except the geometry shader. All programmable shaders are 

implemented according to the algorithm in chapter 2 using HLSL. Source code is listed in appendix A. All 

performance tests are executed on every hardware configuration listed below; 

 

Nvidia stationary 
 

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 680 
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CPU Intel Core i7-3770, 3.4GHz 

Main memory 8 GB 

Operating system Windows 7 Professional 64-bit 

DirectX API version DirectX11.0 

  

Nvidia laptop 
 

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 560M 

CPU Intel Core i7-2670QM, 2.20GHz 

Main memory 8 GB 

Operating system Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit 

DirectX API version DirectX11.0 

  

ATI stationary 
 

GPU ATI -5600HD Series 

CPU Intel Core i3, 2.93GHz 

Main memory 4 GB 

Operating system Windows 7 Ultimate,SP1, 64-bit 

DirectX API version DirectX11.0 

 

4.4 Test execution 

The testing is performed by feeding the implementation varying input, according to configurations 

described in section 4.1. Performance is measured on all hardware platforms mentioned in the listing in 

section 4.4 for all study object combinations. The software test bed is implemented to automate the testing 

process, sequentially executing all study object combinations for 1000 frames. The gathered average, best 

and worst cases are saved to a spread sheet formatted file for later analysis.  

4.5 Method discussion  

In this section we review the method used to measure performance aspects of layered displacement 

blending and we also discuss potential flaws in our method.  

The testing environment is implemented using time stamp queries. As mentioned before we do not 

consider the response time for the query itself, which might result in a small error margin. This can be 

detected by the worst case scenario recorded by the instrumenting application. The problem is related to 

the asynchronous nature of the GPU. Since the CPU and GPU are not synchronized, a delay is introduced 

when querying the GPU. Not considering this may show deviating worst case results. 

Another aspect of the execution time that has an error margin is the differences in screen coverage 

between different geometric displacements. The issue comes from the fact that the pixel shader is invoked 

once for every pixel covered by rasterized geometry. Since the different layers used in the testing are 

displacing the geometrical shape differently, the amount of pixel shader invocations may differ between 

layers.  

It is noteworthy that the scenario in the test is simplified in contrast to the techniques supposed practical 

use. The influence map is updated homogenously, and no user interaction is simulated. These aspects are 

not considered since measurements would have been fluctuating.  
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Finally the choice of shading language would most likely have some impact on the results. In this thesis 

we used HLSL, it is probable that another shading language (like GLSL) would yield different results 

when executing these tests.  
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5. Results 

In the previous chapter we presented our method for measuring performance aspects of the layered 

displacement blending model. The technique was implemented and measured. In this chapter we present 

the result from the measurements.  First we view the timestamp results from the test executions then we 

analyze these results.  

5.1 Observations and analysis 

With the method described in chapter 4 we gathered large amounts of data through automated testing. In 

this section we analyze the results from the gathered data, which is presented in Appendix B. The testing 

recorded the best, worst and average execution time over 1000 frames of execution for each of our 

combination of texture size, triangle count, layer count and number of subdivisions.  

Because of the size of the gathered data, we only highlight data relevant to the analysis. The best case of 

each execution was considered when performing the analysis. In section 4.5 we mentioned that the 

rendering system is subjected to synchronization delay, which may contaminate the worst and average 

results. This problem arises from the fact that synchronization delays tend to come in sequences (over 

several consecutive frames), when the GPU has a heavy workload. Since rendering is distributed over 

1000 frames, the best case is not likely to be contaminated.  

When analyzing the data, the first observation is how the amount of layers affects the execution time. 

Figure 5-1 shows a comparison between to different hardware setups with respect to layer count, texture 

size and the number of subdivisions. The layer counts are grouped up along the horizontal axis and for 

each hardware setting we can see that all its groups are identical, which shows that the execution time is 

independent of the amount of layers used for a study object.  

 

Another observation from Figure 5-1 is that the amount of subdivisions applied to the input mesh has a 

huge impact on the execution time. Furthermore, the texture size also influences the execution time, but to 

a much lesser degree. Since the num er of layers doesn’t have any impact on the execution time we can 

ignore it in further analysis.  

 

Next we observe Figure 5-2, where each graph represents a subdivision level. Figure 5-2.a shows one 

subdivision level (no added geometry), Figure 5-2.b shows 4 subdivision levels and Figure 5-2.c shows 8 

subdivision levels. Each of these graphs group different triangle counts along the horizontal axis and pair 

them with different texture sizes. By looking at any of the graphs it is evident that the triangle count 

directly affects the execution time. By comparing the graphs to one another we can see that the 

subdivision level greatly affects the execution time.  

 

Lastly we analyze how texture sizes affected the execution time in greater detail. The tendency is that the 

texture size has a minor impact on the total execution time and that it scales with geometric complexity 

(triangle count and subdivision level). One major exception to this tendency is found in the “Nvidia laptop 

hardware” configuration. Figure 5-3 illustrates the deviating result, where the smallest texture resolution 

(256x256) was causing the highest execution time.  
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Figure 5-1: Execution time comparison – A comparison with respect to layer count, number of 

subdivision and texture size for different hardware settings. The input mesh contained 23,808 

triangles. (a) Test performed on hardware setup; ATI stationary, (b) test performed on hardware 

setup; Nvidia laptop 

 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 5-2: Execution time comparison – (a) Execution time for different triangle counts with one 

subdivision, (b) execution time for different triangle counts with 4 subdivisions, (c) Execution time for 

different triangle counts with 8 subdivisions. 

 

a) b) 

c) 
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5.2 Result analysis discussion 

In the previous section we presented and analyzed the measurement result from the automated testing. An 

observation that is quite prominent in the measuring results is that triangle count and subdivision has a 

huge impact on performance. This is not surprising considering the structure of the rendering pipeline, and 

where the layered displacement algorithm operates. The rendering pipeline starts with the vertex shader, 

which in our implementation is very stripped; it performs no functional behavior at all, it just passes data 

along to the hull shader. The hull shader is also quite stripped, and performs no functional behavior except 

for setting the number of subdivisions to apply to the input mesh. None of these stages (the vertex shader 

and hull shader) perform any complex computation. Recall from the subsection in chapter 2.1 concerning 

the rendering pipeline that the amount of vertex shader and the hull shader invocations is directly 

proportional with the amount of vertices in the input mesh. More complex and time consuming 

computation first presents itself in the domain shader, where textures are sampled and geometry is 

displaced. When looking at the execution time results it is important to realize that the domain shader is 

invoked once per point, output by the fixed function tessellator. The amount of domain shader invocations 

is therefore affected by the number of subdivisions and the triangle count in the input mesh. 

The functional behavior of layered displacement blending is essentially focused in the domain shader 

(displacing geometry) and the pixel shader (texturing pixels). The amount of pixel shader invocations is 

not depending on the amount of triangles of a mesh, in contrast to the domain shader. The variation in 

triangle count and number of subdivisions in our tests does not affect the amount of pixel shader 

invocations. The increased execution time observed from increasing geometrical complexity (higher 

triangle count and the number of subdivisions) point to a bottleneck in the domain shader stage since the 

pixel shader is unaffected by geometrical complexity. This is expected, and clearly pointed out by the 

recorded results. 

The results reveal that execution time is unaffected by the amount of applied layers. This is not 

unexpected since the algorithm requires a constant amount of layer samples to calculate influence; one 

Figure 5-3: Execution time comparison with respect to texture size – The texture size 256 (blue bar) is 

noteworthy since it deviates from the expected results, and the general norm.  
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sample from the floor layer and one from the top layer. This is reflected in Equation 5-1 and Equation 5-2 

(review chapter 2 for more details).  

   ⌊ ⌋

   ⌈ ⌉
                                                                                         

  (    )             (        )                                                           

It is noteworthy that the results concerning the amount of layers only reflect the access time of the layers; 

e.g.; the time it takes to sample the textures related to the influencing layers. An aspect of the layer count 

that is not considered here, that is prone to have an impact on the rendering system at large, is the memory 

consumption. As each layer adds two textures (one displacement map and one color map) to be 

considered, the memory usage scales linearly with the amount of layers.  

Another aspect that concerns memory consumption is texture sizes. The results from variations of texture 

sizes reveal only a small impact on execution time. In general, a higher texture resolution increases 

rendering time. 

5.3 Design guidelines 

From the results in the previous sections we can make some conclusions on how to approach a problem 

using this technique and what to think of when applying it. A few design guidelines have been created for 

this purpose and will be presented below: 

 Mesh complexity: Since a higher subdivision level will increase the geometry complexity of any 

mesh, this technique should only be considered for meshes of lesser detail level, e.g. lower 

triangle count. 

 

 Level of detail: Since the geometrical level of detail is the bottleneck according to the results 

found in this thesis, decreasing the level of detail where it is of no or little use will increase the 

overall performance. 

 

 Displacement moderation: If the displaced geometry shape derives too much from the stored 

geometrical shape then accurate interactions would be hard to achieve. Try to either keep the 

displacement at a lower level so the interaction offset is acceptable. If the offset is too big, an 

interaction scheme that considers the shape deviation could be used.   
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 6. Conclusion 

In this section we review the work presented in previous chapters to summarize this thesis. In this thesis a 

model of layered displacement blending has been constructed and evaluated with respect to performance.  

 

6.1 Summary 

In chapter 1 we identified the seemingly unending need for realism and detail in photorealistic real time 

rendering. We saw that realism is not only depending on the detail of the rendered image, but also the 

precision of interaction. Common representations of transformable objects were presented to demonstrate 

different ways to introduce interaction into rendering, and the technical demonstration Alien vs. Triangles 

was presented as the state of the art. Even if the demonstration was running in real time, no measurements 

or model details had been presented for the technique layered displacement blending. The purpose of our 

work was to fill this gap by; modeling the algorithm and implementing it to provide measurements of its 

performance aspects.  

In chapter 2 we introduced the background of layered displacement bending. Here we walked through the 

process of rendering using the GPU, from modeling reality to rendering an image using the GPU pipeline. 

Then we presented the underlying techniques and technologies of layered displacement blending; blend 

mapping, displacement mapping and the GPGPU.  

In chapter 3 we described the essence of this thesis; the layered displacement blending model. Here we 

explored layered displacement blending in depth from theoretical view. Chapter 3 is concluded with a 

practical view of the technique, fit for implementation in a rendering system. This model was later 

implemented to enable the testing of performance aspects.   

In chapter 4 we described how the model was measured. The model was implemented in an instrumenting 

environment where performance aspects of the techniques execution time were measured. The 

implementation was fed input of varying triangle count, texture size, layer count and number of 

subdivisions. At the end of this chapter we discussed potential flaws with this approach. 

In chapter 5 the results from the test executions were presented and analyzed. The vast data gather from 

the testing revealed clear tendencies that triangle count and number of subdivisions were dominant factors 

with respect to performance. We also found that the layer count had no impact on the execution time. 

Furthermore, the texture size had minimal impact on performance. 

 

6.2 Concluding remarks 

We deem that layered displacement blending is fit to be used in real time rendering applications to model 

interactive, transformable objects with respect to its execution time.  
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6.3 Contributions and comparisons 

With this thesis we have contributed to the area with; 

 A model of layered displacement blending fit for implementation. 

 An implementation of layered displacement blending using HLSL. 

 Measurements of performance aspects concerning the layered displacement blending model. 

 Design guidelines for using layered displacement blending.   

This thesis covers only a small set of the performance aspects related to layered displacement blending. 

This thesis supplies a model, implementation and performance measurements as a reference point for 

future research. 

The usage of multiple layers of displacement maps in real time rendering is not unique to this work or the 

demonstration presented by M. Swain (2011) [5]. Y. Chun, S. Park, and K. Oh (2010) utilize multiple 

levels of displacement maps to create realistic 3d objects in real time together with an image compression 

algorithm on the GPU [10]. Another approach using multiple layers of displacement maps was presented 

by Y. Chun, K. Oh and H. Kim (2008) in Multi-Layer Pyramidal Displacement Mapping; here the authors 

present a ray-based technique together with displacement maps for rendering objects [11]. These 

techniques use multiple levels of displacement maps but do not cover how interaction might be integrated 

into them.     

6.4 Experiences and future work 

There are many aspects of layered displacement blending that is not covered by this thesis work. Things 

like the memory space consumption are not covered in this thesis, but might have a considerable impact 

on the techniques usability in a practical environment. Data structuring and texture compressing are 

examples of optimizations that this technique most likely would benefit from and could be considered for 

future theses. Also the interaction possibilities and limitation as left without any notice in this thesis, but it 

probably holds a huge domain of research to be done. An implementation using GLSL instead of HLSL 

would enable comparison for the technique between the two shading languages. 

 

B. Ottosson (2012) presents a technique to simulate interactive water waves in real time using heightmaps 

(displacement maps) to represent the wave patterns [12]. This technique has some correlations with the 

technique used in this thesis and might very well be used as the update influence map function if layers 

would represent different states of a water waves. As layered displacement blending uses the two widely 

adopted techniques; displacement mapping and blend mapping it may be easy to integrate into other 

existing techniques for extended and synergetic use.  
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Appendix A – HLSL Implementation 

Listing A.1: Compute Shader Code 

 
 

Listing A.2: Vertex Shader Code 
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Listing A3. Hull Shader Code 
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Listing A.4: Domain Shader Code 
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Listing A.5: Pixel Shader Code 
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Appendix B – Instrumenting results 

Nvidia stationary 
 

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 680 

CPU Intel Core i7-3770, 3.4GHz 

Main memory 8 GB 

Operating system Windows 7 Professional 64-bit 

DirectX API version DirectX11.0 

  

Nvidia laptop 
 

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 560M 

CPU Intel Core i7-2670QM, 2.20GHz 

Main memory 8 GB 

Operating system Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit 

DirectX API version DirectX11.0 

  

ATI stationary 
 

GPU ATI -5600HD Series 

CPU Intel Core i3, 2.93GHz 

Main memory 4 GB 

Operating system Windows 7 Ultimate,SP1, 64-bit 

DirectX API version DirectX11.0 
 

Nvidia stationary 

Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

992 2 1024 4 0,390912 2,33821 0,51058 

992 2 1024 8 0,521216 2,65546 0,593406 

992 2 256 1 0,02208 1,72602 0,122998 

992 2 256 4 0,167936 1,82934 0,262045 

992 2 256 8 0,257024 2,01466 0,320468 

992 2 512 1 0,144192 1,91018 0,238785 

992 2 512 4 0,225664 2,16746 0,389325 

992 2 512 8 0,306496 2,10019 0,376617 

992 4 1024 1 0,272672 2,2791 0,522562 

992 4 1024 4 0,396 2,48192 0,718976 

992 4 1024 8 0,511264 2,57379 0,932148 

992 4 256 1 0,106656 1,98928 0,255175 

992 4 256 4 0,169536 1,88307 0,275985 

992 4 256 8 0,254624 1,97728 0,386697 

992 4 512 1 0,145472 1,79366 0,273435 

992 4 512 4 0,223072 2,26304 0,388555 

992 4 512 8 0,307648 2,35946 0,483643 

992 6 1024 1 0,272032 2,25178 0,386852 
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Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

992 6 1024 4 0,39376 2,43891 0,620241 

992 6 1024 8 0,515872 3,20384 0,781595 

992 6 256 1 0,104384 1,80672 0,197297 

992 6 256 4 0,166624 1,8441 0,199856 

992 6 256 8 0,25568 1,99331 0,279683 

992 6 512 1 0,140864 1,72448 0,179115 

992 6 512 4 0,221664 1,91606 0,237528 

992 6 512 8 0,305952 2,12138 0,309269 

992 8 1024 1 0,262688 2,28086 0,41241 

992 8 1024 4 0,386656 2,27037 0,566586 

992 8 1024 8 0,510816 3,2319 0,927884 

992 8 256 1 0,104384 1,65907 0,114639 

992 8 256 4 0,166112 1,94032 0,278461 

992 8 256 8 0,254496 1,85296 0,283875 

992 8 512 1 0,135968 1,64672 0,175909 

992 8 512 4 0,220736 1,85875 0,27847 

992 8 512 8 0,3024 1,90042 0,378636 

23808 2 1024 1 0,747488 2,77629 0,841738 

23808 2 1024 4 1,36323 3,3377 1,41106 

23808 2 1024 8 3,51917 5,51405 3,56758 

23808 2 256 1 0,51024 2,12397 0,618186 

23808 2 256 4 1,19974 2,89466 1,21373 

23808 2 256 8 3,41405 4,94419 3,44164 

23808 2 512 1 0,57264 2,23901 0,602219 

23808 2 512 4 1,21987 3,0144 1,23503 

23808 2 512 8 3,42973 5,11542 3,45378 

23808 4 1024 1 0,743744 2,61955 0,924653 

23808 4 1024 4 1,36112 3,09782 1,6375 

23808 4 1024 8 3,50179 5,36915 3,6753 

23808 4 256 1 0,508416 1,99904 0,608912 

23808 4 256 4 1,19187 2,88893 1,21904 

23808 4 256 8 3,41494 5,07222 3,42621 

23808 4 512 1 0,56816 2,25856 0,705061 

23808 4 512 4 1,21978 2,96538 1,27593 

23808 4 512 8 3,43037 5,00182 3,48447 

23808 6 1024 1 0,755456 2,53651 0,936261 

23808 6 1024 4 1,37021 3,23331 1,65246 

23808 6 1024 8 3,50528 5,32496 3,69677 

23808 6 256 1 0,507712 2,21472 0,6191 

23808 6 256 4 1,19699 2,84275 1,22666 

23808 6 256 8 3,41309 5,05306 3,43323 

23808 6 512 1 0,573824 2,23085 0,607506 

23808 6 512 4 1,2249 2,90307 1,23923 
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Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

23808 6 512 8 3,43027 4,92454 3,46418 

23808 8 1024 1 0,743744 2,73984 0,945159 

23808 8 1024 4 1,35709 3,33866 1,67765 

23808 8 1024 8 3,50826 5,18458 3,67749 

23808 8 256 1 0,506304 2,03728 0,561299 

23808 8 256 4 1,1975 2,72784 1,2345 

23808 8 256 8 3,41389 5,21859 3,45927 

23808 8 512 1 0,567712 2,13101 0,676365 

23808 8 512 4 1,22314 2,98592 1,2535 

23808 8 512 8 3,43427 4,97187 3,46857 

380928 2 1024 1 1,06726 1,3287 1,07879 

380928 2 1024 4 4,95677 5,27216 5,1751 

380928 2 1024 8 17,0755 17,9031 17,0738 

380928 2 256 1 1,31827 6,98854 3,43901 

380928 2 256 4 5,26592 15,9237 5,28054 

380928 2 256 8 16,6843 18,3219 16,9352 

380928 2 512 1 1,04595 1,12819 1,05342 

380928 2 512 4 4,94109 5,50013 5,22525 

380928 2 512 8 17,1728 18,4679 17,1874 

380928 4 1024 1 1,06784 1,17664 1,09042 

380928 4 1024 4 4,9608 5,35008 5,30694 

380928 4 1024 8 17,078 18,4124 17,1909 

380928 4 256 1 1,02429 1,12131 1,02942 

380928 4 256 4 4,81917 5,15443 4,91568 

380928 4 256 8 16,6946 17,5412 16,9514 

380928 4 512 1 1,04797 3,12106 3,04342 

380928 4 512 4 5,4095 13,1849 5,43486 

380928 4 512 8 17,171 18,9444 17,2167 

380928 6 1024 1 1,06886 4,18899 3,32583 

380928 6 1024 4 5,42336 15,0206 5,47624 

380928 6 1024 8 17,08 19,0311 17,2905 

380928 6 256 1 1,024 1,28182 1,03589 

380928 6 256 4 4,8216 5,34272 5,18722 

380928 6 256 8 16,695 18,0469 17,0527 

380928 6 512 1 1,04634 1,3056 1,06213 

380928 6 512 4 4,94208 5,20272 4,95701 

380928 6 512 8 17,1738 17,4273 17,1936 

380928 8 1024 1 1,07958 3,61008 2,89736 

380928 8 1024 4 5,42326 13,7196 5,49283 

380928 8 1024 8 17,0813 19,0341 17,2327 

380928 8 256 1 1,02352 1,3807 1,02874 

380928 8 256 4 4,91517 5,51853 5,41511 

380928 8 256 8 16,6924 19,0677 16,9304 
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Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

380928 8 512 1 1,04739 1,30771 1,05578 

380928 8 512 4 4,9473 5,19587 4,95633 

380928 8 512 8 17,1707 17,3724 17,206 
 

Nvidia laptop 

Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

992 6 1024 1 0,209056 1,00112 0,214719 

992 8 1024 1 0,2048 2,91411 0,261586 

992 4 1024 1 0,207456 1,42563 0,263064 

992 6 1024 4 0,30256 1,81344 0,312023 

992 2 1024 4 0,302464 1,55904 0,382154 

992 4 1024 4 0,300928 1,2992 0,390043 

992 8 1024 4 0,298752 3,01638 0,392 

992 4 512 8 0,406912 4,92861 0,43976 

992 6 512 8 0,406432 4,86195 0,451227 

992 6 1024 8 0,492224 2,35139 0,50241 

992 8 512 8 0,404 5,08896 0,548303 

992 2 1024 1 0,20672 3,20682 0,573219 

992 8 1024 8 0,486944 1,41776 0,601486 

992 4 1024 8 0,489984 1,4361 0,608163 

23808 2 512 1 0,617248 1,68797 0,619582 

23808 6 512 1 0,620384 2,07568 0,64501 

23808 2 1024 1 0,659104 1,4671 0,671242 

992 2 1024 8 0,526304 1,47856 0,67192 

23808 4 1024 1 0,662656 1,80003 0,672664 

992 2 256 1 0,105344 3,77571 0,684408 

23808 2 256 1 0,590784 1,45661 0,695588 

23808 6 1024 1 0,66352 1,52669 0,714967 

23808 8 1024 1 0,6624 1,94166 0,722874 

23808 4 512 1 0,621376 1,7367 0,764018 

23808 8 512 1 0,621792 2,26314 0,806199 

23808 4 256 1 0,593056 10,4236 0,814753 

23808 6 256 1 0,599904 12,7399 0,876789 

23808 8 256 1 0,599616 15,0125 0,968415 

992 4 512 4 0,9656 6,88426 1,08385 

992 8 512 4 0,972736 8,87027 1,08647 

992 6 512 4 0,958016 8,31907 1,09399 

992 2 256 4 0,930784 4,61226 1,71313 

23808 6 512 4 1,77613 2,90893 1,79925 

23808 4 1024 4 1,82608 2,7233 1,82966 

23808 2 256 4 1,7665 9,84694 1,83127 
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Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

992 2 512 8 0,407392 5,0744 1,83316 

23808 2 1024 4 1,82627 2,64864 1,83452 

23808 2 512 4 1,776 2,60992 1,84403 

23808 6 1024 4 1,82688 3,65546 1,89001 

23808 8 1024 4 1,8255 4,36365 1,89357 

23808 4 512 4 1,77667 2,61645 1,89612 

23808 8 512 4 1,77629 2,70477 1,93481 

23808 4 256 4 1,76534 11,9131 1,97289 

23808 6 256 4 1,7673 14,5346 2,03647 

992 4 256 8 1,8223 7,65168 2,12322 

23808 8 256 4 1,76691 16,1172 2,13476 

992 8 256 8 1,82259 10,2242 2,20133 

992 6 256 8 1,82621 9,33718 2,44701 

992 4 256 4 0,916224 6,67318 2,8044 

992 2 256 8 1,83027 5,33088 2,82997 

992 4 512 1 0,552192 6,7297 2,9908 

992 8 256 4 0,92032 9,1017 3,40983 

992 8 256 1 0,134976 8,37923 3,41407 

992 4 256 1 0,13168 6,22518 3,47507 

992 2 512 1 0,531904 5,56624 3,54259 

992 6 512 1 0,542656 7,13578 3,6063 

992 2 512 4 0,976192 5,65267 3,86709 

992 6 256 4 0,912928 8,78774 4,14327 

992 6 256 1 0,133152 6,81706 5,3093 

992 8 512 1 0,560544 9,22928 5,6582 

23808 6 256 8 5,81501 18,2892 5,92704 

23808 2 256 8 5,78934 14,0348 5,96086 

23808 4 256 8 5,79773 16,285 6,03446 

23808 8 256 8 5,8088 20,6003 6,11035 

23808 2 512 8 6,01885 6,87782 6,1885 

23808 4 512 8 6,01747 6,84147 6,19558 

23808 6 512 8 6,02531 6,91581 6,21505 

23808 8 512 8 6,02138 6,89622 6,28038 

23808 4 1024 8 6,2968 7,16496 6,40674 

23808 8 1024 8 6,29814 8,81053 6,42108 

23808 6 1024 8 6,30589 7,76422 6,42675 

23808 2 1024 8 6,27382 7,22368 6,42846 

380928 2 256 1 7,65824 8,48691 7,67454 

380928 4 256 1 7,65869 25,4331 7,78026 

380928 2 512 1 7,62944 8,6407 7,82939 

380928 6 512 1 7,62717 8,75018 7,8776 

380928 8 512 1 7,61955 8,89363 7,89711 

380928 2 1024 1 7,94582 8,87555 8,02995 
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Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

380928 4 512 1 7,79686 8,64998 8,07316 

380928 4 1024 1 7,95718 9,15373 8,1301 

380928 8 1024 1 7,95568 10,9282 8,13816 

380928 6 256 1 7,66077 27,9399 8,18004 

380928 6 1024 1 7,9545 8,95152 8,18071 

380928 8 256 1 7,66272 29,8703 8,34368 

380928 2 512 4 27,0884 27,9073 27,1082 

380928 2 1024 4 27,0917 50,5143 27,1164 

380928 2 256 4 27,0901 43,3349 27,1558 

380928 4 1024 4 27,094 55,4741 27,1935 

380928 4 256 4 27,0884 45,3558 27,2206 

380928 4 512 4 27,0899 55,4511 27,3142 

380928 6 256 4 27,0891 47,4581 27,348 

380928 8 512 4 27,0892 55,5492 27,6569 

380928 8 256 4 27,0895 49,6335 27,8181 

380928 8 1024 4 27,0929 55,4906 28,2483 

380928 6 512 4 27,09 55,6495 33,5539 

380928 6 1024 4 27,091 55,6205 43,3759 

380928 2 256 8 87,7652 104,178 88,1136 

380928 4 1024 8 90,2476 167,685 91,6081 

380928 8 512 8 88,8068 175,365 95,8703 

380928 4 512 8 88,513 163,385 100,665 

380928 4 256 8 88,0099 175,387 107,677 

380928 6 1024 8 90,2822 157,213 108,992 

380928 2 512 8 88,5104 144,873 109,473 

380928 6 256 8 88,0699 156,159 113,217 

380928 8 1024 8 90,2951 168,199 117,575 

380928 8 256 8 87,8119 159,376 119,219 

380928 2 1024 8 90,192 159,263 126,9 

380928 6 512 8 88,7416 165,308 127,98 
 

ATI stationary 

Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

992 2 1024 1 0,09 5,84822 0,14283 

992 2 1024 4 0,18211 0,96 0,23056 

992 2 1024 8 0,47578 0,69922 0,66338 

992 2 256 1 0,04789 5,69 0,11711 

992 2 256 4 0,18344 6,186 0,24802 

992 2 256 8 0,60989 7,70178 0,66109 

992 2 512 1 0,06967 5,75911 0,07144 

992 2 512 4 0,19256 6,23 0,19811 
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Triangle 

count 

Number of 

layers 

Texture 

size 

Number of 

subdivisions. 

Best time 

(ms) 

Worst time 

(ms) 

Average time 

(ms) 

992 2 512 8 0,62333 7,78933 0,63322 

992 4 1024 1 0,10278 5,97844 0,14 

992 4 1024 4 0,18122 6,37689 0,18557 

992 4 1024 8 0,47622 0,69622 0,51945 

992 4 256 1 0,062 5,70156 0,22004 

992 4 256 4 0,18311 6,11889 0,2503 

992 4 256 8 0,60922 7,81467 0,62754 

992 4 512 1 0,06956 5,78156 0,27081 

992 4 512 4 0,19244 6,23589 0,73676 

992 4 512 8 0,62589 7,70922 2,39432 

992 6 1024 1 0,09233 0,48089 0,45683 

992 6 1024 4 0,183 6,23478 0,23688 

992 6 1024 8 0,47756 0,697 0,51833 

992 6 256 1 0,04778 5,70911 0,11782 

992 6 256 4 0,18356 6,15044 0,69667 

992 6 256 8 0,60933 7,63489 0,6199 

992 6 512 1 0,06978 5,75978 0,0796 

992 6 512 4 0,19378 6,24678 0,75013 

992 6 512 8 0,44967 7,70289 0,63675 

992 8 1024 1 0,09111 0,48356 0,10325 

992 8 1024 4 0,18322 5,86356 0,27607 

992 8 1024 8 0,47622 2,57011 0,51994 

992 8 256 1 0,04744 5,70411 0,06474 

992 8 256 4 0,182 6,17367 0,69393 

992 8 256 8 0,60844 7,74656 2,3183 

992 8 512 1 0,06967 5,758 0,08102 

992 8 512 4 0,19444 6,16356 0,73847 

992 8 512 8 0,62578 7,84656 0,63755 

23808 2 1024 1 0,39867 2,01322 0,56572 

23808 2 1024 4 2,25822 7,75267 2,2675 

23808 2 1024 8 9,46756 9,528 9,49371 

23808 2 256 1 0,36178 7,37133 0,51103 

23808 2 256 4 2,13767 11,5296 2,14746 

23808 2 256 8 9,12267 9,16711 9,13122 

23808 2 512 1 0,37944 7,44644 0,52451 

23808 2 512 4 2,18811 9,12678 2,20863 

23808 2 512 8 9,26411 9,31111 9,31094 

23808 4 1024 1 0,39844 7,43211 0,42948 

23808 4 1024 4 2,26156 2,30111 2,28284 

23808 4 1024 8 9,46778 9,52733 9,49999 

23808 4 256 1 0,36133 7,23589 0,51149 

23808 4 256 4 2,13478 10,5349 2,14886 

23808 4 256 8 9,12722 9,17189 9,14722 
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23808 4 512 1 0,37922 7,28789 1,93952 

23808 4 512 4 2,18811 3,26644 2,20279 

23808 4 512 8 9,26778 9,319 9,28394 

23808 6 1024 1 0,40056 2,06733 0,43055 

23808 6 1024 4 2,25878 3,18967 2,28682 

23808 6 1024 8 9,46867 9,52333 9,49303 

23808 6 256 1 0,36189 7,393 1,87848 

23808 6 256 4 2,13667 15,5358 2,14672 

23808 6 256 8 9,12689 9,17167 9,1561 

23808 6 512 1 0,38067 7,30089 0,65829 

23808 6 512 4 2,18822 12,5178 2,20337 

23808 6 512 8 9,26944 9,31811 9,28351 

23808 8 1024 1 0,426 7,50211 0,4367 

23808 8 1024 4 2,26156 3,19311 2,28966 

23808 8 1024 8 9,46689 9,52611 9,50004 

23808 8 256 1 0,36144 7,30256 0,51415 

23808 8 256 4 2,13756 10,618 2,14817 

23808 8 256 8 9,12589 9,17422 9,1356 

23808 8 512 1 0,38044 7,30344 1,93338 

23808 8 512 4 2,18956 9,175 2,20317 

23808 8 512 8 9,26956 9,31633 9,28353 

380928 2 1024 1 5,45078 5,49311 5,48394 

380928 2 1024 4 33,4841 33,6022 33,5165 

380928 2 1024 8 145,035 145,385 145,056 

380928 2 256 1 5,13022 5,15633 5,14602 

380928 2 256 4 32,6377 32,7387 32,6695 

380928 2 256 8 142,963 143,282 143,006 

380928 2 512 1 5,25267 5,28022 5,26995 

380928 2 512 4 32,9519 33,0607 33,0145 

380928 2 512 8 143,637 143,991 143,695 

380928 4 1024 1 5,454 5,49333 5,47838 

380928 4 1024 4 33,4867 33,6008 33,5388 

380928 4 1024 8 145,023 145,389 145,096 

380928 4 256 1 5,13589 5,15844 5,14791 

380928 4 256 4 32,6396 32,7346 32,7054 

380928 4 256 8 142,942 143,309 143,242 

380928 4 512 1 5,25422 5,27978 5,27513 

380928 4 512 4 32,9566 33,0541 33,0195 

380928 4 512 8 143,626 143,97 143,915 

380928 6 1024 1 5,453 5,49211 5,47756 

380928 6 1024 4 33,4937 33,606 33,5306 

380928 6 1024 8 145,037 145,373 145,283 

380928 6 256 1 5,13344 5,15744 5,14785 
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380928 6 256 4 32,6406 32,7403 32,7101 

380928 6 256 8 142,944 143,292 143,031 

380928 6 512 1 5,25256 5,28489 5,28055 

380928 6 512 4 32,9547 33,0571 32,9991 

380928 6 512 8 143,634 143,968 143,899 

380928 8 1024 1 5,45522 5,49833 5,48028 

380928 8 1024 4 33,4892 33,6102 33,5595 

380928 8 1024 8 145,031 145,381 145,209 

380928 8 256 1 5,13689 5,15767 5,14938 

380928 8 256 4 32,6341 32,7324 32,7035 

380928 8 256 8 142,957 143,28 143,188 

380928 8 512 1 5,25389 5,28122 5,27306 

380928 8 512 4 32,959 33,0546 33,0277 

380928 8 512 8 143,648 143,98 143,735 
 

 

 


